
ALWAYS REFER TO YOUR HANDBOOK! 

This is just a quick, very rough review might give you some idea what to look (or lookout!) for.   

Read handbook about tack and equipment. Know what bits and other equipment are allowed or 
prohibited. 

Don’t stress too much about the horse show, they are fairly self-sufficient.  If a question arises, don’t be 
afraid to stop things for a second and read the handbook or consult the judge and/or a trusted leader.  
Parents can ask questions of most judges but clear that process with them first and do NOT tolerate 
poor behavior.   Usually the day starts with showmanship, equitation, performance events, and then 
timed events.   

There will be an award for high point beginner, junior, and senior.  All points will be based on ribbons 
received in a class.  Beginners will be based on total point in showmanship, stock seat, and flag racing.  
Junior and Senior awards will be based on total points in showmanship, stock seat, reining, ranch riding, 
trail, barrels, poles, and breakaway roping (if applicable).  I would encourage kids to compete in all 
events if they are interested in competing for the high point award.  Age groups are beginner 8-10 years 
old, junior 11-13 years old, and senior 14-18 years old as of January 1st, 2017.  

Showmanship- beginner, Jr, Sr and English.  Some refer to this incorrectly as halter.  The class consists of 
the youth leading the horse through a prescribed pattern (in book) or for seniors one of the judges 
design.  Youth will want clean, well-groomed horses.  To very much simplify this class it could be 
described as leading your horse at a walk and trot, either in a straight line or circle, asking them to pivot, 
stand square on all four feet and also back.  As with anything there are a million little things but just to 
give you an idea, they are going to lead their horse through a pattern.  These patterns should be posted 
upon arrival of judge as well.  With any pattern a good judge will ask younger competitors if they have 
any questions.   

Beginner, Jr, Sr Stock Seat Equitation-  This is the western version of an equitation class so youth will be 
in jeans, belt, western boots, western hat/helmet, and white shirt with no logos.  Chaps, vests, gloves, 
and spurs are prohibited in these classes. Based on riders ability to control the horse and judged on use 
of hands, seat and feet as well as ability to execute maneuvers correctly.  The judge should post what 
pattern they will run immediately in the morning.  Some are in book; some are at judge’s discretion.   

Beginners walk and jog (trot) only.  All others can be asked to walk, jog, lope.  Patterns are available in 
the manual.  Usually you will let one youth in the arena at a time to do the pattern.  Some shows let all 
youth stand in arena until their turn.  Judge will nod to them when they are up.  Almost all youth will 
show in this class.  Be prepared, these classes take a while.  Usually held right after the showmanship is 
over. 

Hunt Seat and Saddle Seat Equitation- These contestants will wear tan breeches, white shirts and 
blazers.  Judge may allow them to remove blazers to avoid heat.  Helmets will be worn.  Basically the 
same as the western equitation with a different style of riding.  You will notice the tack is different and 



all contestants will ride two handed.  There are patterns for this in the book but judge may call for other 
tests as well.  Again, beginners walk or trot only.  Terminology is also different as the gaits (speeds) are 
called walk, trot, canter and hand gallop.  Saddle Seat and Hunt Seat show in different classes as they 
are different styles. Patterns are the same situation as western.  Some are in book.  

Ranch Riding JR/SR- have the same pattern.  It involves walking, trotting and loping around a fairly 
complex pattern made of cones.  This is one of the most difficult classes we offer and placing may reflect 
that.  Keep in mind each youth shows against a standard so they could all be purples or all be whites, 
there is no set amount of each ribbon handed out.  Much of the difficulty lies in the large amount of lead 
changes required.  In simple terms, a horse always leads with one side of its body at the lope.  The side’s 
front foot and to a lesser degree its hind will “lead” as they lope.  These flying lead changes are 
somewhat difficult to train for and most youth will miss them.  Some youth/parents also are unaware 
the horse must change front and rear leads to truly perform the maneuver.  It is important to keep in 
mind youth are penalized each time they miss a lead.  Like I said, it’s a tough class and not everyone fully 
understands the rules.  You will probably see some very slow patterns and some are pretty fast & 
furious. 

Reining JR/SR- This class is pretty fun to watch when a really good horse/rider come in.  Class will be 
performed at the lope only with varying speeds.  The patterns are in the book and should be posted 
early by the judge.  They consist of “run downs” that should show power and control followed by a 
smooth sliding stop.  Circles are of varying size and speeds with flying lead changes included.  Horses will 
also be asked to rollback over there haunches, spin on a hind pivot foot and back.  You will once again 
see all calibers of horses and riders.  This class is also pretty tough as far as the various maneuvers 
required.  

Trail JR/SR- Designed to test a horse’s ability to negotiate obstacles it may encounter in everyday life.  
However we have gotten a little bit out there on some obstacles and they may have little chance of ever 
being seen outside the show ring.  A minimum of six obstacles will be used, three mandatory and three 
others selected from the approved list or by request of the judge. Each mandatory obstacle (except 
gate—45 seconds) must be cleared within 30 seconds of entering the obstacle. No rail work will be used.  
The judge has the option of limiting performance at any optional obstacle to two approaches or 30 
seconds.   
 
Barrels- Classic cloverleaf pattern.  Event will be timed with stopwatch. Tipped barrels are five second 
penalties. 

Poles- The pattern is six poles lined up 21 feet apart in a straight line.  Competitors run down one side, 
weave back towards the gate, wrap the end pole, weave away from the gate and then race home.  Time 
will be timed with stopwatch.  Each pole tipped is 5 seconds in penalties. 

Flag Race- Deposit a flag in the first bucket and retrieve a flag from the second bucket and then cross the 
finish line.  Will be timed with stopwatch. Carrying the flag anywhere but in their hand carries a 2-
second penalty. Disqualified if knocking over the barrel or tipping the bucket or dropping the flag. 

Things to bring- Cooler of water, food (there may or may not be concessions), sunscreen, safety pins, 



water buckets for your horse, and rulebook.  Please, if a judge happens to send you patterns beforehand 
take the time to print them.   


